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Shear-wave splitting (shear-wave bi-refringence) diagnostic of some form of
azimuthal anisotropy is widely observed in all types of rock in the uppermost

15km of the Earth’s  crust (Crampin and Lovell 1991). The splitting is frequently
attributed to distributions of stress-aligned microcracks known as extensive-
dilata~y anisotropy or EDA (Crampm and LoveU 1991). Heavily fractured beds
are known to cause pronounced shear-wave splitting, but confirmation of EDA-.
cracks as the origin of the azimuthally varying splitting in almost all rocks has una
now remained elusive and controversial. A recent review of observations of shear-
wave splitting (Crampin 1994) and interpretation of shear-wave coda attenuation
(Leary 1995) for the first time positively identify EDA-cracks  as closely-spaced
stress-aligned intergranular microcracks and intergranular pores in all rocks,
including low-porosity low-permeability igneous and metamorphic rocks as well
as high-porosity high-permeability sedimentary rocks. Ostensibly-intact in situ
rock of whatever type (igneous, metamorphic, or sedimentary) below ltkm depth
has azimuthal shear-wave velocity anisotropy of 1.5% to 4.5% (crack densities of E
= 0.15 to 0.045),  whereas heavily-fractured rock nearer the surface or in specific
anomalous zones of heavy fracturing or high heat flow, may have shear-wave’
anisotropy of 10% or greater (g 2 0.1).

Several features of these .EDA-crack  distributions are remarkable. A similar
range of anisotropy is seen iu all types of rock despite the fundamentally different
internal structures of sedimentary and igneous and metamorphic rocks, and the
very small difference in average crack size (a factor only 1.86) between the
minimum anisotropy (1.5%) and that of heavily fractured near-surface rocks (lo%,
say). This narrow range of crack densities suggests a limit, known as fracture
criticality, in the range 0.45 < E < 0.1, separating intact from unstable heavily-
fractured rock.

The intergranular  nature of EDA-cracks has several consequences.
Intergranular’EDA-cracks  are very close together and micro-stress heterogeneities
will ensure that there is always a range of crack and pore orientations, even in the
presence of pronounced differential stress. This allows fluid migration along
pressure gradients between intergranular cracks and pores at different orientations
to the stress field which can be formulated as a non-linear (a)nisotropic  (p)oro-
(e)lastic theory (APE) for the behaviour  of pre-stressed fluid-saturated rock
(Zatsepin and Crampin 1995a; and accompanying report Zatsepin and CramPin
1995b).  Modelling  with APE for cracks in low-permeability rocks is entirely
constrained with no free parameters, apart from the ~ritkd  stress at which cracks
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normal to the dominant differential stress first begin to close, which can be
measured in laboratory experiments. Never-the-less, despite t&e constants,  the

minimal assumptions of a pre-stressed fluid-saturated rockmass subjected  to
differential stresses, APE modelling leads to almost exactly the same range  of
shear-wave anisotropy as observed in intact rock below lkm (E = 0.2 to 0.055 +
0.005 as against observed E = 0.15 to 0.045) (Zatsepin and Crampin  1995a),  where
the uppermost limit is the effective percolation threshold for pre-stressed fluid-

saturated rocks with the stress-history of in situ rocks below lkm in the crust.
The most important application of APE modelling is likely to be predicting the

effects of dynamic changes to rock subjected to changing conditions. The only
example of such changes, where there are sufficient shear-wave observations to
specify the crack geometry, are observations of shear-wave splitting before a A4 = 6
earthquake in California (Crampin et aZ. 1990, 1991).  (There are also several
smaller less well-controlled events, elsewhere.) These could be interpreted as the
effects of increasing aspect ratio due to a increasing differential stress, and an
abrupt decrease in aspect ratio at the time of the event (or in one case a few hours
before). APE modelling (Crampin and Zatsepin 1995) matches these observations
almost exactly from the minimal assumptions of a pre-stressed fluid-saturated
rockmass subjected to a linear increase of about 3MPa in the maximum differential
horizontal stress over a period of three years.

The reason why APE modelling on shear-wave splitting has not been recognized
earlier is that the investigations of the effects of cracks and micro-cracks have
typically referred to single cracks or distributions of parallel cracks, neither of
which can produce the pressure gradients between neighbouring EDA-cracks  that
are the driving force for inter-crack fluid-migration. I

These results suggest that APE modelling can estimate the effects of changes to
in situ rock so that the effects of changing conditions can be predicted, with the
advantage that the effects of, for example an advancing production front, can be
monitored by its effects on shear-wave splitting. This enables the rockmass
behaviour to be interrogated in as much detail as necessary, which could open new
approaches to reservoir engineering and monitoring production.
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